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Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Pesah.im (Aramaic and Hebrew)

We would like to thank Ivan Marcus for his assistance with this fragment.

f. 1  //le-eimurin bacei reishit ... kol ha-qorbanot//

Tractate Pesahim, fols. 71a-72b. The text begins with a discussion of the hagigah
or sacrifice required on all festivals and is mostly about the animal sacrifices
required on the Passover festival.

Parchment. 1 folio. 294 x 226 mm (written space 254 x 195 mm). 2 columns. 40 lines. Dry-
point ruling.

Written in Ashkenazic script.

This fragment was once used as a pastedown in the binding of Lambach, Stiftsbibliothek,
Ccl 214. The notation "214P" appears in pencil in the lower right margin of the recto.

Zinniker 305.
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